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Abstract:  The study was conducted to examine the determinants of online consumer reviews as electronic word of mouth has become more 

and more popular to help make buying decisions. The web provides a wide range of customer reviews, but all reviews can be difficult to 

read in order to properly evaluate a product or service. A text processing framework that summarizes reviews, therefore, would be desirable. 

The subtask presented by such a framework is to find a range of commonalities in the review sentences, for which this paper presents two 

methods. Unlike most existing methods, the first method introduced is an unsafe method that applies association rules mining on co-

frequency data obtained from the corpus to find a range of these aspects. 

 

Index Terms - (Long Short-Term Memory) LSTM, Sentimental Analysis, Reviews, Supervised Learning, 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The feature selection method offers several methods of feature selection for sensitivity data classification, feature 

information and better classification accuracy of the entire dataset. Feature selection methods provide us with a way 

to reduce computer time, improve predictive performance, and better understand data in machine learning or pattern 

recognition applications. In this paper we give an overview of some of the methods of choosing a feature. The method 

initially introduced is an unpleasant supervision method that applies association rules mining to co-occurrence 

frequency data obtained from the corpus to find a range of these aspects using the NLP and the proposed Bigram 

feature selection method. This work focuses on emotion analysis based on aspects on the restaurant review data set, 

stop word removal, lemmatization, POS tagging and dependency parsing in the pre-processing phase system and 

executes each process in a linear manner. Once the pre-processing is complete we remove the features from the pre-

processed data. It is expected to use basically three types of features such as three different techniques, lame features, 

two-tag features as well as dependency rule base features. Aspect categories in the best feature group are used to 

select the best features and select individual features by category. Extracted features include lemma features, double-

tagged features, and synonyms for each element category. Once the process is complete create a model of the train 

on the entire data set for each component range. Performed by the system to evaluate performance according to the 

confusion matrix, it provides approximately 92% accuracy as well as 94% F-score for the entire training dataset. 

Unlike most existing methods, the first method introduced is an unsafe method that applies association rules mining 

on co-frequency data obtained from the corpus to find a range of these aspects. Although not comparable to state-

of-the-art supervisory methods, the proposed surveyed method performs better than many simple baseline, similar 

but monitoring methods, and a monitoring baseline, with an F1-score of 67%. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Because of the expanding accessibility of online review, there was a great deal of enthusiasm from sentiment 

analysis. Sentiment analysis is a computational treatment of sentiment used to mine as well as realise the opinions 

of authors. While numerous systems have been created to pass on the significance of reports or sentences, many 

give the essential subtleties on different parts of presence. In this paper A Gini index based feature selection method 

with support vector machine (SVM) classifier is proposed for sentiment classification for large movie review data 

sets. The results show that our Guinea index method has lower classification and more classification performance 

in terms of accuracy. [1] Author proposes that the genetic algorithm (GA) to solve the unheard feature selection 

problem, namely (FSGATC). This method is used to create a new subset of informational features to obtain more 

accurate clusters. Experiments were carried out using four benchmark text datasets with different characteristics. 

The results showed that the proposed FSGATC text clustering algorithm improved performance and yielded better 

results than the k-mean clustering standalone. [2] In this paper, proposed the genetic algorithm (GA) to solve the 

unsupervised feature selection problem, namely, (FSGATC). This method is used to create a new subset of 

informative features in order to obtain more accurate clusters. [3] Author proposes that A novel hybrid dimension 

reduction method is proposed. It obtains a highly informed and much reduced feature subset. It improves obtained 

results of the underlying clustering method. [4] Our goal this paper is to solve the problem of drawing aspects from 

product reviews by proposing a novel rule-based approach Tree of common sense and sentence dependence to find 

both explicit and implicit matters. Two popular review datasets were used to evaluate the sophisticated versus the 

system Aspect removal techniques, achieve high search accuracy for both datasets. [5] The proposed paper is 

described that while the method reduces unnecessary features by more than 90%, the proposed classification scheme 

achieves 96% accuracy of emotion classification. From the experimental results it can be concluded that the 

combination of proposed feature selection and classification achieves the best performance so far. [6] This paper 

presents two methods. Unlike most existing methods, the first method introduced is an unsafe method that applies 

association rules mining on co-frequency data obtained from the corpus to find a range of these aspects. [7] 

According to the present study, an integrated framework with an extended set of genetic patterns, an additional 

support of intensifiers and rejections for aspect information is proposed, including a hybrid emotion classification 

module and a summary generator. [8] In this paper, we focus on this basic topic of emotion analysis work. In 

particular, we use concepts as features and introduce concept extraction algorithms based on the novel concept parser 

scheme to extract semantic features that exploit semantic relationships between words in natural language text. [9] 

Proposed a feature selection method called MRDC for text classification functions. MRDC's filtered, multivariate 

and supervised feature is classified as a selection method. In this the method has been compared to the well-known 

univariate and Multivariate methods. [10] This paper offers a literature survey on method selection methods. The 

survey mainly focuses on key feature selection methods for text classification and clustering. [11] This paper mainly 

focuses on the Particular emphasis is placed on aspects of the application. In addition to standard filters, wrappers 

and embedded methods, we also provide insights into FS for recent hybrid approaches and other advanced topics. 

[12] Three feature selection algorithms are proposed in this paper, including feature weight scheme and dynamic 

dimension reduction for text document clustering problem. [13] This research proposes a modified semi-supervised 

dimension reduction framework that simultaneously preserves the advantages of feature detection and eliminates 

the shortcomings in emotion classification. [14] In this paper, a revised Global Feature Selection Scheme (IGFSS) 

where modified in the last step of the General Feature Selection Scheme is proposed to obtain a more featured set.  
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III. PROPOSED APPROACH 
 

 

Figure 1: System Architecture 

Proposed System: 

3.1 Data Preprocessing: 

In the data pre-processing phase, we first process the data that is tested as well as documented. Various methods 

have been used for pre-processing of data which are described in the section below 

Stop Word Removal: 

Stop words are common and high frequency words like “a”, “the”, “of”, “and”, “an”. Different methods available 

for stop-word elimination; Finally increase the efficiency of the feature extraction algorithm. 

 

Stemming: 

Stemming and lemmatization are two mandatory processes of pre-processing modules when extracting feature 

information. The stemming process converts all the bent words present in the text to the original form of the stem 

name. For example, ‘automatic’, ‘automatic’ and ‘automatic’ each ‘stem’ is automatically converted. ‘Steaming 

gives faster performance in applications where accuracy is not an issue. 

Lemmatization (lemmas): 

The word lemma consists of its base form and inflated form. For example, the words "play", "played" and "play" 

are derived from "play". The lameness group brings together different word types in one place. Steaming only 

eliminates word violations; Lemmatization replaces words with their base form. For example, in the steaming 

process, the words "caring" and "car" are reduced to "car", while lemmatization is reduced to "care" and "car", 

respectively, so lemmatization is considered more accurate. 
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3.2 Features Extraction: 

In this phase system extract various feature set using machine learning methods for sentiment classification. We 

extract four basic features from preprocessed data like unigram features, Bi-tagged features, dependency rule base 

features etc. 

3.3. Features Selection: 

The hybrid method is used for feature selection in full drawn features. Basically three types of features have been 

extracted from the given data. The purpose is to select the best feature that will increase the accuracy of the 

classification. Many irrelevant features appear when removing a feature, which must be removed when we select 

features. We have used TF-IDF, maximum correlation and correlation base hybrid method to select the features. The 

advantage of this method is the selection of relevant features for a set of individual features. The TF-IDF cosine 

similarity, TF-IDF co-event matrix and MRMR method are used for feature selection. 
 

 

Proposed Algorithm: 

In this section, we provide an overview of the proposed method. LSTM networks also have long-term memory and 

are thus able to handle long-term dependencies. Describes how LSTMs are used to process indexed data using gate 

vectors at each location to control the processing of information, respectively. Each time there is a set of vectors in 

the step. 

 

𝜎(𝑥) =
1

1+𝑒−𝑥        (1) 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊 𝑋 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈 𝑋 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏)     (2) 

ft=𝜎(𝑊 𝑓 𝑋 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈 𝑓 𝑋 ℎ𝑡 − 1 + 𝑏𝑓),   (3) 

ft=𝜎(𝑊𝑖 𝑋 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑖 𝑋 ℎ𝑡 − 1 + 𝑏𝑖),     (4) 

C˜t = tanh(WC X xt + 𝑈𝐶 𝑋 ℎ𝑡 − 1 + 𝑏𝐶),     (5) 

Ct = 𝑖𝑡 𝑋 C˜t + ft X Ct − 1 ,       (6) 

𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎( 𝑊𝑜 𝑋 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑜 𝑋 ℎ𝑡 − 1 + 𝑏𝑜),    (7) 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 𝑋 tanh (𝐶𝑟)      (8) 

 
 

LSTM Modelling : 

We categorise data by reviews and rating for the specific medicine, in this process we select customer 

reviews and victories them by turning them into sequence of integers or into a vector, limit this data to 5000 words, 

truncate and pad our input dataset, then we split our input datasets into train and test. The first layer is the embedded 

layer that uses 100 length vectors to represent each word.   

Then Repeat Vector is repeats our inputs n times, we have to provide the value of n. The next layer LSTM layer 

with 100 memory units, the output layer must create 200 output values one for each class, the activation function is 

SoftMax for multi-class classification because it is multi-class classification, binary_crossentropy used as the loss 

function.   

Time Distributed is the wrapper allows to apply a layer to every temporal slice of an input, The Batch 

Normalization is accelerating deep network training by reducing internal Covariate shift activation function helps 

to normalize the output of any input in the range between 1 to –1., it uses ReLU(Rectified Linear Unit) as input  
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 

Experimental result means planning and experiment is how the study is done. These include the study, the study 

sample, the data and sources of data, the variables of the study, and the analytical framework. We evaluate our 

method on a medical review dataset that does not contain medical comments / reviews sentences, which have a 

single target and the rest have multiple targets. Each sentence contains a list of target-aspect pairs with target polar 

y. Finally, in the sentence given S and target T. It determines positive or negative emotions. The entire dataset is 

divided into train, test. Secondary data have been collected for this study. From the website review. The dataset 

shows patient reviews on specific medications with relevant conditions and an overall patient rating and opinion that 

reflects overall patient satisfaction. Obtained data by crawling online pharmaceutical review sites. 

Table 1: Descriptive Stats 

 

 

The results from the medical review statistics are displayed in Table 1. The moderate, standard deviations shown in 

Figure 1 are the minimum changes in the study. Descriptive statistics show that the original values of the variable 

(rating) were 1.000000, respectively. The maximum values of the variables during the study period were 10.000000 

for the rating. 

Standard deviations of each variable indicate that the data is spread around their respective media. This aspect leads 

to excellent performance for finding categories. We convert goal and aspect information into auxiliary sentences, 

which is enough to expand the corpus. This benefit comes from both unpublished masks. The aggregated review 

analysis dataset from the website was also presented, providing a way to compile and interpret dataset information 

and dataset statistics. Some recent models in aspect-based emotion analysis have been used as a baseline and their 

performance has been compared to a dataset. Reviews and documents posted on social media are mostly in informal 

writing and the structure of sentences and words is also different from formal writing, we are working on more 

advanced methods to provide adequate tools to process the data. A model that works properly for datasets. 

 
Figure 1: Accuracy graph 

 

In the above figure, as we experiments the proposed system with the given medical review dataset by splitting 

training and testing. We observed that from the above plot of loss and accuracy, we can see that the model has 

performance on train dataset is normal with few epochs, also we can see that the model has learned the training 

dataset  

V.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

In this we have used the drug review data input dataset for our proposed system. The performance of emotion 

analysis depends crucially on the effectiveness of the feature removal process. We have introduced a novel feature 

removal method to extract features in text that uses dependency relationships between words. Combined exploitation 

 

Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Rating 1.000000 10.000000 5.355556 3.27587 
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of the concepts drawn and enabled us to gain more knowledge and therefore better understanding of the text. Possible 

guidelines for future work include finding more useful dependency relationships for the mining of concepts. Using 

additional other algorithms we can improve more accurate results to predict predictions. 
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